
Contract 2011 
for participation at the 

Danish International Gemstone and Mineral Fair 
 
I herby sign up for participating at the fair, held the 3.th and 4.th of September 2011 in Hedensted Centret, Gesagervej 68-70, 8722 
Hedensted. Both days 10:00 until 17:00. 
 
Company name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
City/ Country: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Telephon/ Fax: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
E-mail (important): _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Articles for sale: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Here should be mentioned shortly the articles you expect to sell or display at the fair (Gemstones, minerals etc.). 
The fair organizer has all rights to edit the above text for use in the exhibitor list. 
 
Requests: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
It is not possible to make reservation for any particular place. Your request will be fulfilled if this is possible in our planning. 
 

Payment: 
 

Total payment before the 1.st of August 2011 
 

 

Tables requested: ___  x 800 Dkr. per table  =  Dkr. _______ + booking fee 100 Dkr. =   Total: ______ DKr. 
 

We will be ______ person(s). 
 

All tables are 2 x 1 meters. Chairs are available for free.  NOTE: Camping without electricity is free and with access to bath and toilet. 
 

Acc no.:  5347 000 0302390 
EBAN: DK105347 000 0302390  
swift: ALBADKKK 
 

We can not guarantee your participation by payment after the 1.st of August 2011. Price per table paid later that this date is Dkr. 900,-. 
(+ a one time fee of 100 Dkr). All prices have tax included. Receipt will be supplied at the fair. 
 

Terms: 
Any payment (with a reduction of D Kr. 200,-) will be refunded if cancellation is received by the organizer before the 1.th of August 2011.  
On cancellation after the 1.st of August 2011 there will be no refund. 
Payment terms must be strictly observed. If not, the organizer can with no further notice rent the space to third part with no compensation to 
the exhibitor (also called tenant) at any kind. This contract is binding, and the tenant is obligated to pay for the space rented no matter if the 
tenant will not be able to participate for some reason. The space must not be handed over to a third part without written agreement with the 
organizer. The tenant is obligated to observe and respect all rules for the fair and area in general. 
It is under no circumstances allowed to hand over the space to any other person without the organizers written accept. Violation of this may 
resolve in exclusion. The tenant is obligated to obtain and follow rules and regulations for the fair and fairground. 
 

Tenants right: 
Retail sale of minerals and similar articles. Also activities related to stones and healing. Tables and electricity (230 Volt – max 200 w/table). 
Included are also advertising, gifts and events, press coverage and plan of all exhibitors (for all guests at the fair) done by the organizer. 
 

Tenants obligations: 
Tablecloths, table light, extension cords, any decoration, company name and stand number. All display, goods and personal items are sole 
the tenants responsibility. The organizer has no responsibility or insurance for this. The tenant is also obligated to obtain and follow rules for 
custom declaration, duty and other government rules for sale of gemstones and minerals.  Be sure to display you name visible at the stand, 
together with your boot number.  
 

Fair informations: 
Hedensted centret has many facilities, a big parking lot, 3 modern halls, cafeteria and it will be possible to camp at the fair ground. 
Cafeteria will be open both days from 9:00 o’clock.  
The halls are open for tenants: 
Friday from 12:00 until 22:00. 
Saturday from 08:00 until 18:00. Must be strictly observed. 
Sunday from 9:00 until 21:00. 
The area must be left clear and cleared no later than 21:00 at the day the fair closes. No dogs or pets are allowed. On arrival please empty 
you vehicle as quickly as possible, as a respect to the other exhibitors. The container must only be used for inflammable (paper, wood, etc). 
 

Contract must be returned (or by fax) to: Date, signature (and stamp): 
 

Ædelstene og mineraler 
Anders Futtrup, Bjerrevej 344, Bjerre 
8783 Hornsyld. Denmark 
Tlf. (..45) 7568 1466  Fax (..45) 7568 1477  
mail@engro.dk       www.stenguiden.dk    


